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Motivation for our work
Long term
• Determine the breadth of
quantum computing
applications
• Explore potential early
quantum computing
applications
• Evaluate and utilize quantum
hardware as it becomes
available

– Characterize the hardware
capabilities, noise
– Develop programming principles
– Evaluate most promising nearterm application directions

Nearer term
• Initial target: quantum annealing
• Only significant quantum
hardware available are D-Wave
quantum annealers
• Quantum annealing is the most
prominent of quantum heuristic
algorithms
– Widely applicable to optimization
problems
– Advantages unknown
– Early hardware useful for
developing intuitions and
potential advantages

• Other quantum computing
hardware in next 1-5 years

State of the art in quantum algorithms
A few known
problems with a
provable quantum
advantage
•
•
•
•

Polynomial-time
factoring
Discrete log
Pell’s equation
–

Shifted Legendre
symbol problem
–

•
•
•
•

Breaks the BuchmannWilliams PKE
Predicts certain pseudorandom number
generators

Group black box model
Element distinctness
A variety of graph,
matrix product
problems
Etc.

• Everything else!
•

•
•
•
•
•

Including most practical
problems

Even for classical
computation, maximum and
minimum bounds hard to
obtain
Analysis is just too difficult
Best algorithms not known
Need to run them and
analyze empirically
Heuristic approaches
continue to develop
For quantum heuristics, we
need quantum hardware to
run on

A few proven
limitations on
quantum computing
•
•
•

•

No more than squareroot speed-up on
unstructured search
Cannot significantly
improve the efficiency
of searching an
ordered list
Cannot provide a
significant
improvement for a
variety of black box
problems
Other lower bounds
exist (though hard to
obtain!)

Conjecture: Quantum heuristic algorithms will significantly
broaden the applications of quantum computing

NASA quantum annealing
efforts
Quantum enhanced
applications

Application focus areas
Planning and scheduling
Fault Diagnosis
Machine Learning

QA programming
SOA classical solvers

Outcomes from application investigations
Future QA architectural design
elements
Programming and parameter setting

Physics Insights
Simulation tools

Analytical methods

Hybrid quantum classical approaches
Application-specific and general classical
solvers
Insights into and intuitions for QA

Scheduling Applications
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Solved problems with 6 machines and 6 jobs:
analyzed scaling of tractability in quantum
annealers

Comparison with
state-of-the-art
application-specific
algorithms:
current best planners
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D-Wave run results: established baseline
performance for QA on these applications

FF:α=1.11 ± 0.061
LPG: α=0.69 ± 0.139
M: α=0.1 ± 0.007
Mp: α=0.54 ± 0.035
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Job-Shop scheduling: Complete quantumclassical solver framework with preprocessing, compilation/run strategies,
decomposition methods

Venturelli et al., arXiv:1506.08479

Newer thrust: hybrid quantum-classical algs

Structures common to application
problems: intersecting-clique
graphs for cross-cutting
constraints. Provides good
embedding benchmarks

Rieffel et al., AAAI-14
Rieffel et al., Q.I.P., 1-36 (2014)

Quantum-Classical Hybrid approaches
Hybrid Method: Takes advantage of complementary properties of quantum and
classical solvers Quantum-annealing guided tree search:
Enlarges the application domain of the quantum annealer
Quantum annealing provides fast heuristic; classical processing ensures complete
search
Results from QA are exploited
to guide the tree search
search cost

Schematics: tree-search based
QA-classical hybrid algorithm

Quantum annealer samples the
search space of a relaxed
version of the original problem

Application domains
tested

Graph
coloring

weight of QA-guide

On-going study of hybrid methods

Incorporating more advanced quantum-classical interaction
using techniques such as Logic Benders Decomposition,
column generation, and large neighborhood search

Mars-Lander
activity
scheduling

Airport runway scheduling

Tran, Wang, Do, Rieffel, Frank, O’Gorman,
Venturelli, Beck, Workshops at the Thirtieth
AAAI Conference on Artificial Intelligence,
2016; In Symposium on Combinatorial Search
(SoCS-16), 2016.

Fault diagnosis application
Fault diagnosis in electrical circuits
Developed new
techniques for
quantum annealing
in the domain of
advanced fault
diagnostics

Fault diagnosis in digital circuit hardware
• Preliminary results: FD instances studied by
NASA and TAMU harder than any other
systematic benchmarks available
• Mapping for any digital circuit and a fault-model
for each component

Case study: Multiple-fault diagnosis with
Uncertainty in the Sensors

Perdomo-Ortiz et al., EPJ Spec. Top., 224 (1), 2015

Developed a general mapping for any
circuit of the ISCAS85 benchmark
dataset, evaluated problem hardness,
devised problem generation techniques

Quantum-assisted Boltzmann machine learning
QA used as sampling subroutine, rather than
direct use as an optimizer.
QA may provide more efficient Boltzmann
sampling, enabling more effective training
of Boltzmann machines

IN:
configs
.

OUT:
params.
QA

{J , h}

Makes use of all results returned, not just
lowest energy configurations

Outperforms standard 1-step contrastive
divergence (CD-1) classical training
Key: Technique for efficient estimation of instancedependent effective temperature. Required for
learning to take place in standard framework

M. Benedetti, J. Realpe-Gómez, R. Biswas, A. Perdomo-Ortiz, Estimation of effective
temperatures in quantum annealers for sampling applications: A case study with
possible applications in deep learning. Physical Review A 94 (2), 022308
M. Benedetti, J. Realpe-Gómez, R. Biswas, A. Perdomo-Ortiz, Quantum-assisted
learning of graphical models with arbitrary pairwise connectivity. arXiv:1609.02542

Diversity of requirements across applications
Scheduling
•

Natural mappings generally quadratic

•

While far from fully-connected, vertex
degree increases linearly with problem
size. Challenge for embedding.

•

Precision varies with problem type

•

Well suited to hybrid approaches

Fault diagnosis
•

Immediate use for 3- and 4-qubit
couplers, and beyond. Natural mapping
requires many-body terms

•

Mapping results in relatively slow vertex
degree growth. Embeds relatively easily.

•

Precision requirements less stringent
than for scheduling and machine learning

Machine learning application of quantum
annealing as a Boltzmann sampler
•

•

No mapping is involved – different
paradigm than using quantum
annealer to directly optimize –
optimizing model parameters
classically; making use of quantum
annealing as a sampler
Can work on native graph without
embedding, though embedding
enables more powerful models and
better learning

•

Higher connectivity architectures
natively support more complex
models so will generally provide better
performance

•

Precision is critical to improved
learning

Benchmark application instances for QA
Benchmark instances for

Classical scaling analysis for

- Fault Diagnosis

- generic classical solvers

- Machine Learning

- application specific solvers

- Scheduling
- (Other. e.g. air traffic
management)

Physics-based approach to hard
problem identification
- phase transitions

Established baseline QA
performance using D-Wave 2X

- landscape analysis to predict
which problems hard for QMC,
SA

Quantum enhanced
applications

QA programming
SOA classical solvers

Physics Insights
Simulation tools

Analytical methods

QA Programming

Physics-inspired
classical algorithms

Hybrid quantum-classical approaches
- ML: quantum annealer as sampler
- Optimization: annealer as fast
heuristic embedded in a fast
classical complete search
Mapping, embedding, and parameter
setting
-

Bias detection and calibration

-

Parameter setting from physics,
insights, e.g. spin-glass phase,
freezing point, and heuristics such
as performance estimator

-

Studies of SK model and linear
chain

Hybrid cluster methods
- Simulated annealing + Hybrid cluster
- Classical Monte Carlo + Hybrid cluster
- Quantum Monte Carlo + Hybrid cluster
Combined with parallel tempering as
well
Ever evolving bar which QA needs to
meet to beat classical methods
Quantum analyses feed into novel
classical algorithmic approaches

Analytical and numerical tools and expertise
Quantum diffusion
DMRG
Master equations
Linear chains

MPO
Tensor Networks
Feynman diagrammatics

Semi-classical approx.

ML for QA

Instantons

Hopfield model

Sherrington-Kirkpatrick model

p-spin models

Recent highlights: insights into workings of QA
Established speed up over simulated annealing for open
system quantum annealing for first time
K. Kechedzhi, V.N. Smelyanskiy, Open system quantum annealing in mean field
models with exponential degeneracy. Phys. Rev. X 6, 021028 (2016)

Proved equivalence of escape rate in QMC and QA tunneling
rate
Zhang Jiang, Vadim N. Smelyanskiy, Sergei V. Isakov, Sergio Boixo, Guglielmo
Mazzola, Matthias Troyer, Hartmut Neven, Scaling analysis and instantons for
thermally-assisted tunneling and Quantum Monte Carlo simulations.
arXiv:1603.01293

Empirical demonstration of exponential departure from fair
sampling
Salvatore Mandrà, Zheng Zhu, Helmut G. Katzgraber, Exponentially-Biased
Ground-State Sampling of Quantum Annealing Machines with Transverse-Field
Driving Hamiltonians. arXiv:1606.07146

Hybrid-cluster classical solvers that match D-Wave’s 108
speedup over QMC on weak-strong cluster problem
Salvatore Mandrà, Zheng Zhu, Wenlong Wang, Alejandro Perdomo-Ortiz, Helmut
G. Katzgraber, Strengths and weaknesses of weak-strong cluster problems: A
detailed overview of state-of-the-art classical heuristics vs quantum approaches.
Phys. Rev. A 94, 022337 (2016)

D-Wave 2x at NASA: 20% of
time available to public through
light-weight proposal process

CYCLE 1 SELECTIONS

Competitive Selections
Cycle 1: 8 of 14 selected – 57%
Cycle 2: 5 of 10 selected – 60%

Diversity of Organizations
12 Universities – 67%

CYCLE 2 SELECTIONS – Part I

6 Industrial Research Organizations – 33%

Diversity of Countries
11 U.S. Organizations – 59%
7 International Organizations – 41%

17 Research Papers Published or in Pre-Print to
Date that used the Quantum AI Lab D-Wave
machine (7 in 2015, 10 in 2016)

http://www.usra.edu/quantum/rfp/

CYCLE 2 SELECTIONS – Part II

Universities Space Research Association (USRA)

Quantum Artificial Intelligence (AI) Laboratory

University and Industry Engagement Program
A program to enable a diversity of research in quantum computing,
and develop the next generation workforce with expertise in quantum computing.

http://www.usra.edu/quantum/rfp/

Free Compute Time
Available for qualified research
projects from universities and
industry. Projects are selected
through an annual competitive
selection process.

Workshops, Seminars &
Training
University and industry participants
are invited to participate in
workshops and other educational
opportunities.

Visiting Scientist Program

Joint Proposals

Universities and industry can
sponsor a visiting scientist to work
side-by-side with Quantum AI Lab
team members.

University and industry scientists
are invited to collaborate on
proposals to sponsored research
programs.

THE END

NASA QuAIL recent publications and e-prints
Published
D. Venturelli, S. Mandrà, S. Knysh, B. O'Gorman, R. Biswas, V.N. Smelyanskiy, Quantum Optimization of Fully-Connected Spin Glasses,
Phys. Rev. X 5, 031040 (2015)
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K. Kechedzhi, V.N. Smelyanskiy, Open system quantum annealing in mean field models with exponential degeneracy. Phys. Rev. X 6,
021028 (2016)

Submitted
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